Demon's Cycle Announce Fully Custom Motorcycle for Those on
a Small Budget
Demon's Cycle asked themselves a question; Is it possible to build a brand new 100%
custom chopper for under $10,000? The answer is yes. Introducing the new Bobber
Softail 200 Bike Kit, the quality custom bike for those who wish to fulfil their dreams of
owning a custom chopper without breaking the bank.
February 16, 2010 (FPRC) -- Fort Lauderdale – Demon's Cycle, the expert custom chopper
designer and manufacturer in Florida, is pleased to announce the arrival of their new custom
motorcycle kit the 'Bobber Softail 200'. With years of experience in designing and building custom
bikes, the designers at Demon's Cycle set themselves a new challenge to build a brand new 100%
custom chopper for under $10,000. The result is the Bobber Softail 200 Bike Kit with Driveline which
is a custom 'Fat Boy Softail' style bike kit with 60 spoke chrome 21" & 18"x5.5" rims and Demon's
very own 114" driveline engine.
The last few years have been economically tough but people's dreams still live on. And there are
those who dream of owning a custom chopper but the price was always too high. Now with the new
Bobber Softail 200 dreams can come true. The astounding thing about this new custom bike kit from
Demon's Cycle is that the total cost of all the major components is just $7,493 which means there is
plenty of money left in a $10,000 budget to complete the bike as each customer desires.
The bike kit includes a custom Softail frame for a 200 wide rear wheel, Demon's 114c.i. high
performance custom motor, a 6 speed transmission and a 3” open belt primary. This impressive
driveline compliments the Softail rolling chassis complete with fully chromed Wide Glide front end,
custom stretched gas tank and the 60 spoke chrome wheels.
'The impossible dream can become a reality. It is now possible to own a brand new custom bike for
the price of a used Harley' said Tom Steinbacher CEO of Demon's Cycle. 'It will take some elbow
grease and our custom bike kit but it’s within the reach of all who dreams about it.'
Other features of the Bobber Softail 200 bike kit include a 34 Degree Rake, a 1.5" stretch on the
backbone, a 2" down tube stretch and 1020 DOM (Drawn Over Mandrel) steel tubing. On the frame
the legs are 1.25" O.D. with .125" thick walls and the backbone is 1.5" O.D. with .219" thick walls.
The frame also accepts a Softail style oil tank.
About Demon's Cycle
Headquartered in South Florida, Demon's Cycle was started over fifteen years ago by Tom
Steinbacher and has a reputation as a pioneer of radical motorcycle designs, euro style bikes and
custom chopper concepts. Demon's Cycle is an international custom motorcycle wholesale
company. As well as building custom motorcycles Demon's Cycle specialize in the sale of custom
parts for Harley-Davidson motorcycles. They offer a wide range of parts from carburetors to
sidemount license plates.
Contact
Demon's Cycle Inc.
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378 SW 14th Ave.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Telephone: 954-943-0000
Fax: 954-943-0377
Email: sales@demonscycle.com
Web: http://www.demonscycle.com
Contact Information
For more information contact Demons Cycle Inc. of Demons Cycle Inc.
(http://www.demonscycle.com)
954-943-0000
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